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Jack's a retired ex-cop from New York, seeking the simple life in Cherringham. Sarah's a Web
designer who's moved back to the village find herself. But their lives are anything but quiet as the
two team up to solve Cherringham's criminal mysteries.This compilation contains episodes 7 - 9:
THE BODY IN THE LAKE, SNOWBLIND and PLAYING DEAD.Here Jack and Sarah are called
to task when the body of a dignitary turns up in a lake - with all too many suspects involved. A
resident of the retirement home falls victim to the elements in one of Cherringham's worst
blizzard in years - but was there something sinister at work here? And Cherringham Christmas
show rehearsals spin into chaos as someone is out to sabotage the event with deadly
repercussions.Cherringham is a serial novel à la Charles Dickens, with a new mystery thriller
released each month. Set in the sleepy English village of Cherringham, the detective series
brings together an unlikely sleuthing duo: English web designer Sarah and American ex-cop
Jack. Thrilling and deadly - but with a spot of tea - it's like Rosamunde Pilcher meets Inspector
Barnaby. Each of the self-contained episodes is a quick read for the morning commute, while
waiting for the doctor, or when curling up with a hot cuppa.For fans of Agatha Christie's "Miss
Marple series", Lilian Jackson Braun's "The Cat Who series", Caroline Graham's "Midsomer
Murders", and the American TV series "Murder She Wrote", starring Angela Lansbury.Co-
authors Neil Richards (based in the UK) and Matthew Costello (based in the US), have been
writing together since the mid 90's, creating content and working on projects for the BBC, Disney
Channel, Sony, ABC, Eidos, and Nintendo to name but a few. Their transatlantic collaboration
has underpinned scores of TV drama scripts, computer games, radio shows, and - most recently
- the successful crime fiction series Cherringham.





Mary J., “Easy read but very entertaining. Episodes 7 through 9 are consistent with the other
Cherringham stories, which is a good thing. These books provide a quick, entertaining read with
mystery plots that don't make you cringe, but do make you think. They are clean, well written,
well planned and have great character and plot development. High marks for good grammar
and punctuation.  No missteps here, just fun.”

Rainydaylady, “Hands down one of the best Cosy Crime Series I've read. I have been so
disappointed trying to find a really good Cosy series to read. At last I've found it! Although the
stories are short the authors spin a good tale. NYC Detective Jack Brennan, retired, comes to
Cherringham, England, to fulfill a dream that he and his wife have had. Sadly, Katherine died
from cancer a year before Jack moves, but Jack finds a kindred soul in Sarah. A local, single
mom who herself has arrived home to Cherringham sans a cheating ex-husband. Jack and
Sarah find themselves teaming up when this so called quiet village provides more excitement
than either expects. It's not all murder, but just enough mayhem to keep the reader wanting
more!”

Lisanh1, “Enjoyable three story compilation in this cozy mystery series. This is the type of cozy
mystery written "for me". It's three novella length stories present puzzling circumstances to grab
my attention and has lead characters that I can identify with and enjoy. I plan to keep on reading
this series.”

BobM, “Very entertaining. I just recently discovered this series of cosy mysteries, and I am
thoroughly enjoying them. I look forward to reading however many the authors choose to publish”

D. M. Smith, “Great series. Overall a 5 star series of books. The writing is tight, without repetition,
the characters are interesting & I like them & the situations are unique & not all murders. I
appreciate the fact that they don't kill off everyone in the village one by one, the cops aren't
always being represented as stupid idiots, the folks solving the mysteries are everyday folks, one
with a little experience & our investigators aren't suspected of every crime. It's a refreshing take.”

Akgret, “Character development at its best. At first I wasn’t properly enjoying the shorter
segments in each book; however, with the great character development it has definitely grown
on me. The shorter stories seem to enable the development of persons and Cherringham itself.
How I wish I were back in the beloved Cotswolds.”

sylvia, “Addictive. I love the characters in these books and have read all the compilations so now
I'm waiting for the next group when he gets back from the US. I certainly hope he will be back for
another series.I like the setting of the stories and feel like I know all the village people .everyone



seems so real. I can't wait to read more. So come on get the thinking caps on, I'm waiting and
not too patiently.”

Norwegiandogmom, “This whole series is so fun to listen to. This whole series is so fun to listen
to. I listen to audiobooks all the time and really got caught up in many of the stories. These were
just the right length and, after the first chapter, I grew to like the main characters very much! I
highly recommend all of the series.  I just wish there were more to buy!”

Karia.., “I want to see these on TV. I have just waded through all 24 episodes (plus full length
book) of these mysteries. Maybe "waded" is the wrong word to use, suggesting hard work when
it was a pleasure! Sarah is still suffering after a painful divorce and has returned to her home
town in the Cotswolds where she is using her web design skills to support her two children. Jack
is a retired NYC murder squad detective who has taken up residence on a Dutch barge after the
death of his much loved wife This unlikely duo lend their very different skills and personalities to
helping the community by solving mysteries. Even the village policeman grows to appreciate
their help. Light reading, likeable characters, a beautiful setting (not a million miles from
Midsomer) and some very varied story lines. Come on TV producers, this series is just begging
to be televised!”

Jennifer Shoesmith, “Soft soppy easy reading. But for all that, I just can't put them down. They
are really well written with great storylines - so over and over again I come back for more.”

Kimmsie, “So well written. I do like these stories, they are so well written. There is a good plot
and some red herrings just so you don't get too complacent. With your favourite drink and some
nibbles they provide a relaxing afternoon.”

Linda Cook, “Great books - I'm buying them all!. So far I have bought the first 30 books in this
series. Love the main characters. Will continue buying until I have the whole series.They are a
nice read when I go to bed!”

J newson, “a proper whodunit and with likeable main characters. I liked the well crafted plots
and the way the two main characters though from different backgrounds worked together well
Enjoyable. Am continuing to buy the series”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 209 people have provided feedback.
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